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NEW QUESTION: 1
Which of the following procedures would an auditor most likely
perform to obtain assurance that
slowmoving and obsolete items included in inventories are
properly identified?

A. Tracing inventory observation test counts to perpetual
listings.
B. Testing shipping and receiving cutoff procedures.
C. Confirming inventories at locations outside the entity's
premises.
D. Examining an analysis of inventory turnover.
Answer: D
Explanation:
Explanation/Reference:
Explanation:
Choice "C" is correct. Examining an analysis of inventory
turnover helps identify slow-moving, excess,
defective, and obsolete items included in inventories. In order
for inventory to be properly valued, these
items may need to be written down.
Choice "A" is incorrect. Testing shipping and receiving cutoff
provides evidence regarding completeness of
inventory and rights and obligations related to inventory, but
it does not provide evidence regarding the
identification and valuation of slow-moving and obsolete items.
Choice "B" is incorrect. Confirming inventories at locations
outside the entity's premises provides evidence
regarding existence and completeness of inventory, but it does
not provide evidence regarding the
identification and valuation of slow-moving and obsolete items.
Choice "D" is incorrect. Tracing inventory observation test
counts to perpetual listings provides evidence
regarding the completeness of inventory, but it does not
provide evidence regarding the identification and
valuation of slow-moving and obsolete items.

NEW QUESTION: 2
A. Regulations
B. Schedule
C. project team
D. Quality
Answer: B
Explanation:
References: Kim Heldman, CompTIA Project+ Study Guide, 2nd
Edition, Sybex, Indianapolis, 2017, p. 133

NEW QUESTION: 3
In an organization that has multi-currency enabled, a developer
is tasked with building a Lighting Component that displays the
top ten Opportunities most recently access by the logged in
user. The developer must ensure the Amount and LastModifiedDate
field values are displayed according to the user's locale.
What is the most effective approach to ensure values displayed

respect the users locale settings?
A. Use the FORMAT() function in the SOQL query.
B. Use the FOR VIEW clause in the SOQL Query.
C. Use a wrapper class to format the values retrieved via SOQL.
D. Use REGEX expressions to format the values retrieved via
SOQL.
Answer: B
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